Partitioning of phenanthrene by root cell walls and cell wall fractions of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.).
Plant cells have been reported to play an important role in the uptake of organic contaminants. This study was undertaken to provide an insight into the role of the root cell walls and their subfractions on sorption of phenanthrene to roots of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Root cell walls were isolated and further sequentially fractioned by removing pectin, hemicellulose one, and hemicellulose two. They were characterized by elemental analysis, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and solid-state (13)C NMR. Root cell walls had a greater proportion of aromatic carbon and exhibited a lower polarity than the bulk roots. There was a stepwise increase in aromatic carbon content and a decrease in polarity following the sequential fractionation. The sorption affinity of phenanthrene increased gradually following the sequential extraction of root cells. A significant positive correlation between the sorption affinity K(OC) values and the aromatic carbon contents (r(2) = 0.896, p < 0.01) and a negative correlation between the sorption affinity K(OC) values and polarity ((O + N)/C) of root cell fractions (r(2) = 0.920, p < 0.01) were obtained. Improved modeling was achieved for phenanthrene sorption by involving the contribution of root cell walls as a source of root carbohydrates instead of using root lipids alone, which further confirms the significant contribution of root cell walls to phenanthrene sorption on wheat roots. The results provide evidence for the importance of the root cell walls in the partitioning of phenanthrene by plant roots.